SRO TOOLBOX

Real-Time Threat Assessment

Artificial Intelligence

Real-Time Community Intelligence

Fully Encrypted SRO Mobile APP

Backed By Real-Human Threat Analysis
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Real-Time Community Intelligence

Student Risk Management Suite

Real-Time Social Media Monitoring
Knowing what is being said online about your school can help you
stay on top of developing threats and potential security risks. Our
state-of-the-art social monitoring AI not only logs and records
potential threats but also has the ability to see potential
compromising situations developing giving your safety team the
ability to intervene early.

At-Risk Student Assessment
By integrating with popular student information systems, our
advanced AI helps your administrators and counselors detect
at-risk students based on attendance, grades, discipline events and
other factors. By cross referencing external data sources such
known relationship, criminal and domestic court records, our AI can
extend risk detection beyond the walls of your school making it
even more effective at mitigating risk.

Internal Resource Monitoring
Monitoring external information sources like social media is
important but keeping current on internal resources can be
equally effective at mitigating threats.
Using your 4S Mobile APP, administrators, resource officers
and counselors can easily monitor login, e-mail and common
communication tools such as G-Suite and other supported
online learning resources instantly alerting you when
potential safety or other threats are detected.

4S Open-AI Integrates With...








Sylogist Wengage SIS
G-Suite for Education
Most Network Management Tools
HALO Vape Sensors
Verkada Vape Sensors
Many Common Keyless Entry Systems
Most IP Camera Platforms
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Windows PC, Android, IOS and Chromium OS

Emergency Notifications

Emergency Alerts And Notifications

Push instant notifications or special instructions
to any Windows PC, Android, IOS, Chrome or
Chromium based interactive devices directly
from your mobile APP, dispatch or any other
authorized management devices.

Visit 4sProject.org or call us at (833) 776-8363.
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Visitor Management

Welcome, Type Your Name

Welcome, Type Your Name

Next >>

Next >>

Check In/Out Kiosks
Tracking visitors to your campus can be an
important step in maintaining premise security. With
4-Kiosksm, your buildings can effortlessly track
visitors while automatically screening them against
national sex offender databases, local law
enforcement watch lists as well as national criminal
databases automatically notifying security personnel
when a visitor violates organizational policies.
Visitors can easily pre-schedule appointments and
have staff automatically notified by SMS or e-mail
when the visitor arrives.
Teachers can be automatically notified when a
parent arrives on campus to checkout a child,
allowing your office staff to streamline the
processing challenges of having a visitor on your
campus.

Features










No proprietary basic hardware to purchase;
Works on any Windows PC, IOS or Android
device
Integrates with many student information
systems including Sylogist Wengage SIS1
Supports scheduling and appointments
Automatically screens visitors against local and
national registered sex offender databases
Capture photos and print temporary ID badges2
Integrates with 4S Watch Lists
Optional subscriptions to public notification lists
And more…

1 Requires API integration feature; 2 Requires purchase of compatible printer

Visit 4sProject.org or call us at (833) 776-8363.
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K-9 Drug Detection Services

Drug Detection Services

K-9 Service Key Features

Youth drug abuse is a high-profile public health
concern, with at least 1-in-8 teenagers abusing
an illicit substance in the last year1. Drug abuse in
public schools has surged over 61% since 2016.
With new sources and methods for distributions of
these dangerous substances, your school must take
aggressive steps to protect your students and
minimize legal liabilities.



Unlike other drug dog services, the 4-PAWS
program is specifically targeted to locating and
mitigating public school drug threats by integrating
threat analysis and real-time community social
media trends, conversations and other threatening
behaviors.
1

National Center For Drug Abuse Statistics








Flexible “pay-as-you-use-it“ or packaged K-9
service plans
Fully randomized searches prevents students
and staff from knowing when searches will be
executed
Integrated SIS offense tracking2
One-Click SIS integrated2 student contact
logging, discipline and reporting
Double search and profiling prevention avoids
searching a given student multiple times
Same-day custom searches when needed3

2

Works with most popular student information systems including
Wengage SIS; 3 Additional fees apply

“Chaos”
Our First K-9 Officer

Visit 4sProject.org or call us at (833) 776-8363.
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Active Shooter Preparedness

An active shooter situation can happen anywhere, anytime. Here are
a few simple things every school or business should implement to
help keep your patrons safe:











Lock all internal and external entry points
Require a single point of entry to each building
Know your surroundings and who is entering
Question persons whom you do not recognize
Educate your staff and common patrons on what to do
Identify a place to hide, stay low and keep out of sight
Practice drills with staff and common patrons often
Limit public access to front offices and showrooms only
Post “NO WEAPONS” placards on all entries
Remember, concealed weapons can become a potential
security compromise, know and comply with your
organizational policies on carrying concealed weapons

REMEMBER: Nothing can protect you, your patrons or
organization 100%, but being observant and
vigilant about physical security can go a long way
toward keeping you and your patrons safe!

Visit 4sProject.org or call us at (833) 776-8363.

